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Black Poplars - Second Survey by Ron Cawdery
MY INTRODUCTION to the iconic Black
Poplars of north west Hertfordshire came
around the time of the millennium whilst volunteering with the Countryside Management
Service. In March 2015, I was asked to assist
Mark Carter, formerly a Project Officer with
the CMS, with the planting of a few Black
Poplar whips during the winter months. I
readily agreed and we held a meeting with
Margaret Noakes at the end of the month to
provide an update on his plans. It was at this
meeting that Mark revealed his intention to
follow in the footsteps of the WI and repeat
the survey process.

proved to be a welcome break from the daily
hustle and bustle and provided many happy
memories including good company; the number of local residents and landowners aware
of the WI survey and interested in what we
were finding (they were also very helpful in
pointing us in the right direction!); my first
sighting of lapwings protecting their nest site;
several occasions when we accidentally disturbed a chinese water deer hidden in the vegetation; two playful hares, who continued
their game in the middle of a field whilst we
walked around the perimeter and a scary herd
of young cattle, who wanted to know why we
were in their field! Mark recalls the occasionArmed with the invaluable WI records, a
al adventures of hauling ourselves across
small team of volunteers, including Margaret, ditches and through blackthorn thickets to get
resumed surveying the trees in the local area to the trees. Last, but not least was the breathat the end of April 2015. Our team gradually taking sight of magnificent examples of huge
increased to a total of six over the course of
Black Poplars dominating the landscape.
the survey. On this occasion a GPS device
was used to record the coordinates of each
Work continued through to the end of 2019
tree’s location and details of it’s age and con- before the rechecking of the survey area was
dition etc. were noted on a survey sheet. All
completed. Disappointingly, the main concluthese details were subsequently transferred
sion from the second survey was that the poponto a computer database from which maps
ulation of living trees had fallen by approxicould be plotted.
mately 15% over the course of the intervening
17 years (1998 to 2015), despite the planting
Tree surveying in the peaceful countryside
of 90 new trees. The planting of a further 51
new trees from the winter of 2015
onwards helped to redress the balance.
Modern day demands and changes,
such as to the water table and climate,
are having a detrimental impact on the
trees, but there is hope for the future
in the undeniable interest of the local
population in these unique and rare
trees plus possible agricultural grants
for further planting.

We depend on readers’
articles and pictures.
So let’s have them!

A detailed summary of the second
survey is planned to appear online in
due course.
This appears to be a popular topic this
month see pages 14/15 (Ed)
Mark surveying in 2017

For the people in Astrope, Gubblecote, Little Tring, Long Marston, Puttenham & Wilstone

Wilstone Open Village and Open
Gardens event,
Sunday July 25th
PLANS are gathering momentum for this lovely summer village event. Stall holders are being signed up,
the road closure notice has been granted, publicity material is being prepared, volunteers organised and
most importantly, garden owners are coming forward to offer their gardens to be open.
All proceeds from this event, from stall holders,
food stalls and the Half Moon, will go to the SoCS
fund (Save our Community Shop ), who require
more funds to pay for the imminent extension
and refurbishment of the shop.
During Open Village, the works on the shop will
be underway so it will be closed. However,we will
move the shop teas and cake stall to the Village
Hall instead

Music at the Half Moon
We now have a full schedule of musical events,
many of them local, to fill our Open Village
with a huge variety of acts during the afternoon.
And with Guy & Abi’s delicious barbeque, we
will keep you fed and watered the whole

day.

Can you help please?
We need some volunteers
who can give an hour so to
help position road signs, to
help stallholders set up, to
marshal traffic to the car
parks, and help to make
our visitors’ experience a
happy and memorable one.
Please volunteer to do your
bit to make this a successful
and enjoyable event.
Please email walkersandbrook@gmail.com

NEW EVENT THIS YEAR
A classic car display comprising a dozen vehicles of all
ages.
Illustrated is a Brough Superior which will be on display.
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NOT long now to the end of the lockdown, just keep your
fingers crossed that nothing further goes wrong.
A full edition this month with much said about the poplar
trees but keep all your articles coming in about future events
as we start to get back to normality.
Reports on past events and happenings! are also welcome.
Let’s hope the weather has improved by the time you read this
and we start to get real summer weather and gardens start to
pick up, in my garden plants seem reluctant to get a move on
but I hope yours will be ready for the Open Gardens.The allotments seem to be progressing well so let’s hope for a good
showing.

Colin Davenport

Our Churches
St Mary’s Puttenham
St Cross Wilstone and
All Saints Long Marston

Below is a list of the Services for the Village churches for
June – these could change so please check online at
https://www.tringteamparish.org.uk/news-events or phone the
Rectory on 01442 822170
For any Zoom links please contact
Jane@tringteamparish.org.uk
We also will have live streamed services online so please take
a look
Please remember you MUST book for live services and Face
Coverings MUST be worn in church
1st June (Tues) 10am Morning Prayer – St Cross, Wilstone
6th June – Trinity 1
10.00am – Holy Communion service at All Saints, Long
Marston
8th June (Tues) 10am Holy Communion cw – St Cross, Wilstone
13th June – Trinity 2
3.30pm – Holy Communion BCP – St Mary’s, Puttenham
6.00pm – All Saints Celtic Evening Prayer on Zoom
15th June (Tues)
10am – Morning Prayer cw – St Cross, Wilstone
20th June 2021 –Trinity 3
10.00am – Outside Worship for All at All Saints, Long Marston
22nd June – (Tues)
10am – Holy Communion cw -St Cross Wilstone
27th June 2021 – Trinity 4
3.30pm – Evensong at St Mary’s, Puttenham
6.00pm – Holy Communion cw at All Saints, Long Marston
29th June 2021 – (Tues)
10am – Morning Prayer cw – St Cross, Wilstone

Village News requires a

Junior Editor

If you are young and looking for a challenge or a way you
can get involved with your local community drop an email to
Paul Lovis via editorwlmp@yahoo.com
This could be your big break in journalism!

The next edition will be for July 2021 and the
deadline for items for inclusion is Wednesday
16 June
Village News is written, edited, produced and distributed
entirely by local volunteers. Only the final printing is done
by a commercial company. We aim to be local, interesting,
informative, fun and a good read.
Let us know if we are not!
Printed by Lonsdale Direct Solutions

Denington Estate, Wellingborough, NN8 2RA 01933 228855.
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You can always find a copy of Village
News wherever you are:
www.wilstone.me.uk or just scan me

What’s on and what’s not on
Diary Dates..

Saturday 5 June
LM & P Village spring clean
Sunday 27 June
Pitstone Green Farm Museum re opens (TBC)
Sunday 25 July
Wilstone Open Village
Saturday 7 August
Long Marston Show
Saturday Sunday 19 - 20 June
Wingrave Open Gardens
Sunday 29 August
Mentmore Village Fete
Sunday 5 September
LMCC 10 k Fun Run
Friday 22 October
Wilstone Film Night
Friday 19 November
Wilstone Film Night
Friday 17 December
Wilstone Film Night

Would you like deliveries?
Mark Wheeler – Milkman – milk eggs bread etc - 07850
329560
Chris James - Milkman - milk, butter, yoghurt etc – 07842
426793
All of these outlets will deliver
Dunsley Farm Shop - fruit, veg, pies, cheese, all sorts 01442 825667 or email fruitytootyzzz@gmail.com
Mead’s Farm Shop deliver for over 70's and vulnerable,
pet foods
info@pemeadandsons.co.uk
Sandwich Plus - bread, pies, cakes, eggs, pasta, and rice
www.sandwichplus.com 01442 826489

Cook at Berkhamsted deliver with 15% off using
NIGHTIN20· - https://www.cookfood.net
Food - home delivery Fruit and Veg
Call Vanessa 07921 172642
Number 2 Pound Street Wendover - for awesome cheeses·
& deli www.2pondstreet.com 01296-585022

WINGRAVE
OPEN GARDENS

Wild & Game - delicious! https://www.wildandgame.co.uk
Donald Russell - free range chickens https://
www.donaldrussell.com

AND ART EXHIBITION
12 to 6pm on
19th and 20th June

15 GARDENS
3 ART EXHIBITIONS
LUNCHES AND TEAS
OTHER ATTRACTIONS
Tickets (including a map) £6 each
From Wingrave shop in advance
or outside the Church over the weekend
Proceeds to Maggie’s Cancer Care and
Bucks Association for the Care of Offenders

Wilstone Village Shop Opening hours
Monday—Friday
8.00 am—2 pm
Saturdays 8am—1 pm
Sundays 9.00—12 pm

You can always find a copy of Village
News wherever you are:
www.wilstone.me.uk or just scan me
Village News

Mentmore Village Fete

We are excited to announce that we are having a
Village Fete in Mentmore on Sunday 29 August 2021
from 1 to 5 pm.
We are so looking forward to getting together to see
one another and raise some money for worthy causes
again.
Charities that we are planning to support are Leighton
Buzzard Women’s Refuge a local homeless charity and
money willa lso go to our local church St Mary’s in
Mentmore.
All our favourite traditional stalls will be there - Bric-aBrac,Tombola,Preloved Clothing and accessories,
Produce and cakes, Coconut Shy ,Splat the Rat
,Crockery Smash ,Wellie Wanging and Tossing the
Bale.
There will be a Raffle ,a Dog Show and a display of
Vintage Vehicles. We are also hoping that stalls the
usually attend our annual Plant Fair will be there.
Live Music will be provide by Aspect and the
HeathBand.
Refreshments will include Tea and homemade cakes, a
bar ,ice cream and a barbecue.
It will be a wonderful afternoon out after all the months
of lockdown—please come along and join us.

Sudoku Corner

by Colin Moore

No.149 Moderate

Sing Wilstone Community Choir

Did you know there is a community choir right
here on your doorstep?

Meeting on Tuesday evenings and singing popular
music from different genres, we welcome new
members be they beginners or more experienced,
who enjoy singing and being part of an
enthusiastic choir.
For more details check out our website at
www.singwilstonecommunitychoir.co.ukOr
contact Jo Woodbridge on 07719434620, or Bev
Ralphs on 07989961298
Village News

Solution on page 13

Problem with your windows?
- Double glazed windows or door unit broken, or
is the seal damaged?
- Want to clean the inside of the glass but can't?
- Water getting into the double glazed unit?
- All misted up inside the unit?
- Handles & Hinges repaired
- Cat flaps fitted

Guarantees on all units fitted.
Visit our website for a free online estimate:

Www.SmashingWindows.com
01296 630650

Or ring
to arrange an appointment today!

For all property repairs and maintenance
BUILDING ● POINTING ● GUTTERING
PAINTING ● GLAZING ● TILING
PATIOS ● PATHS ● FENCING
PLUMBING● BLOCKED DRAINS
FLAT PACK ASSEMBLY

No matter how small the job
call for a free quote

Telephone 07739 985923 or 01442 382078
SBH, 50 Lakeside ,Tring, Herts HP23 5HN
sbhgm001@hotmail.co.uk

Beacon Villages Community Library

Our AGM will take place on Saturday 3rd July at 10.00am by
zoom. If you wish to attend please advise treasurer@bvcl.org.uk in order to receive the zoom link.
If you would like to join the committee, or know anyone who
is interested in doing so, please talk to a member of the committee, or the Library Manager, or
email secretary@bvcl.org.uk.
Nomination forms are available in the Library, or can be sent
to you by email.
Janet Secretary BVCL.
Run by the community, for the community www.bvcl.org.uk
General enquiries: info@bvcl.org.uk 01296 387890
Committee enquiries: secretary@bvcl.org.uk
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Long Marston Cricket Club
THE CRICKET season has commenced since our last
communication and Long Marston are off and running as
regards to our 2021 campaign. All results and the very latest
news can be found at www.longmarstoncc.co.uk . The club is
keen to hear from anyone with an interest in cricket, players
young and old, male or female are all welcome at our club. If
you are interested please call Sarah Barnes on 07891 573931. If
your child is 6 years of age or more, please come to the ground
on a Sunday morning at 10am, all are welcome, again call
Sarah for details. There is senior/adult cricket at the ground
every Saturday and Sunday from 1pm. We have seen many
visitors turn up to watch some cricket and enjoy a beverage
from our fully stocked bar so far this summer, we really
encourage you all to come and join us.
We welcome three new Vice-Presidents this year. VicePresidents are individuals whom the Board believe contribute
to the clubs wellbeing and are members with a history of loyal
service and contribution to our club. Sarah Dean, Simon
Vessey and Rupert Armitage have all accepted the invitation
from the club and we are so grateful for their commitment.
Every Friday morning from 10am our Chairman Chris Bowles
leads a team of loyal volunteers preparing our grounds for the
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weekend action. If you can spare a couple of hours please
contact Chris on 07703 464387.
On Sunday the 5th September we will host our third annual fun
run Sponsored by the Happy Egg Company. All details are in
the poster, but again all are welcome to attend.
Lee Beesley

Vice Chairman LMCC

Home 01908 643701
Work 01442 892680
Mobile 07923 462037

Follow Long Marston Cricket Club at

www.longmarstoncc.co.uk

The Queens Head
Long Marston

Food served

Thursday, Friday 5-9pm
Saturday 12-3; 6-9pm
Sunday Lunch served
12 noon to 4pm

Live music
01296 668368

www.queensheadlongmarston.com

Ofsted rated
Good’
December
2016.

*Tax-free
vouchers,
*30Hours and
County funding
registered.

FIRST STEPS PRESCHOOL
HELPING OUR CHILDREN BECOME WORLD READY

Monday 9-3pm Term time Tuesday 9-3pm Term time
Thursday 9-3pm Term time Friday
9-3pm Term time

www.firststepspreschool.org.uk

firststepspreschool@gmail.com

Victory hall, Station Road,
Long Marston HP23 4QS
Tel: 07925185311
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Underhill Services
For all your home maintenance needs.

Gardening - Landscaping - Decorating Groundwork.
Garden clearance, pruning, hedge trimming,
fence painting etc.

Odd Job Man.

Call Gary (Pixie): 07779 497669

Meet the Contributors to Village
News:
Amanda Russell

AMANDA is the second
contributor to Village News
to be interviewed and once
again it was over Zoom; the
only legal alternative of an
outdoor meeting was not an
attractive proposition during
this frosty Spring. Our conversation did not get off to a good start as we both found ourselves to be on mute (my fault entirely) but we soon managed
to make verbal contact by phone. This brought back memories
of virtual Parish Council meetings during the early stages of
lockdown when technical problems were always the first item
on the agenda! So we finally managed to begin the story of
Amanda’s life and career. She was born in East Sussex and,
after a comprehensive school education, became the first member of her family to go to University, by taking a degree in
business at Swansea. This clearly set the scene for her career
because the strong impression that comes over is that Amanda
is efficient and business-like, characteristics that have been of
benefit to the villages in her role as Advertising Manager for
our Newsletter. The other beneficiary of this flair for business
has been BT, the organisation that Amanda joined on leaving
University.
Her initial position was as a Product Manager based in the
Hemel Hempstead area, and she later moved on to a wide range
of roles that gave her a deep understanding of the essentials of
the telecoms business, including working abroad for BT in Malaysia and Rome. This experience allowed her to make a career
change in 2006 when she was offered a role with the newly
formed separate division of Openreach, in the area of learning
and development. This new job was titled ‘Solutions Architect’
and proved to be an ideal second career stage, so much so that
Amanda has been involved in learning and development ever
since, enjoying the challenge and seeing the personal and business benefit of developing people in new skills. During her
time in this role, there have been enormous changes in technology and sharp increases in demand for ultra-fast broadband
from homes and businesses and the learning solutions have to
keep pace with these developments. Amanda told me that she
has never been busier. Although not an engineer, Amanda has
picked up a high level of technical knowledge about telecoms.
Her role involves leading teams to design and deliver largescale technical training solutions, often to thousands of Openreach engineers at a time.
Until lockdown, being on site regularly at Openreach’s training
schools and at other workplaces around the country was a key
part of her role and one of the frustrations of the last year has
been the restriction of such personal and face to face involvement, as working from home became the norm. There has however been some relaxation recently and Amanda has been able
to get back out on site again in the last few months.
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Amanda moved to live in the centre of Tring in 2008 and then
to Wilstone in 2016, handily placed next door to The Half
Moon. She lives there with her civil partner Claire and their
black Labrador, Toby. They moved to have more space and a
bigger garden, as well as to enjoy the benefits of village life. It
has been everything they hoped it would be, although after 5
years, they are still renovating their house and long for the day
of less dust and no more skips on their driveway! Residents of
Wilstone will also know that Amanda and Claire have made
another important contribution to village life with their organisation of games of rounders for allcomers; these started off as
an informal bit of fun but, prior to lockdown, started becoming
established as a popular village event.
Hopefully this will be resurrected later this year. Amanda volunteered for the role of Advertising Manager in 2017, ironically after seeing an advert in the Newsletter. She enjoys the role
which takes on average a few hours each month, though with
the usual peaks at deadline time. The most important and rewarding part of the job is the regular liaison with the muchvalued regular advertisers, who comprise most of the ad space
and are key to the continuity of the magazine. But also much
appreciated are the ‘one-off’ contributors who typically come
in when there is a new business or initiative being launched by
local people. There is no ‘hard sell’, just a willingness to keep
in touch and ensure that customers’ needs are taken care of. In
addition to working mainly from home, the lockdown has been
limiting for Amanda in a number of other ways, as indeed it has
been for everyone. She loves team sport and is keen on various
kinds of physical exercise but has missed out on skiing trips
and, in particular, regular participation in the Tring Park Run,
which used to take place over 5km every Saturday morning.
She used to enjoy singing in the ‘Jupiter Singers’ choir too and
has found the Zoom alternative to be much less satisfying. She
has also missed the chance for any international travel over the
past year. She will enjoy resuming these activities, including
Sunday cycling with friends in the village, now the lockdown is
easing. Despite these frustrations Amanda has to some extent
enjoyed the peace and quiet of lockdown; she likes watching
crime dramas with Claire, Line of Duty is a particular favourite. They have also discovered the delights of Netflix and have
appreciated the time to watch lots of great series and films on
TV. I gained the impression that Amanda is the sort of person
who enjoys working with people and adapts effectively to
change, qualities that have served her well in the telecoms industry and during the last twelve months of lockdown. And,
fortunately for us villagers, these qualities also match pretty
well those required for an Advertising Manager.

Wilstone Community Shop
Opening Hours
Monday to Friday 8am - 2pm
Saturday 8am – 1pm
Sunday 9am — midday

From our reporter at the Virtual Parish Council meeting
Report on TRPC meeting on 5th May 2021.

Luddites together

AFTER several previous reports of technical problems on
Zoom, it should be no surprise to readers that your reporter
should log on, only to find that mouths were moving but no
sound was coming through. I was just preparing some words of
criticism when the solution became clear; the volume switch on
my PC was turned to off. A shamefaced apology had to be
made to the councillors for the distraction caused.
However other technological problems were soon to be
discussed by the Councillors. There seemed to be general
agreement that the current email and Dropbox systems are not
working well and it was agreed to look at the practices and
systems of other councils with a view to urgent improvement.
At that point there was some delay in loading slides on the
screen and it was reported that some internet connections were
unstable. Councillor Davis confessed to being a ‘Luddite’
around technology but was reassured that she was in good
company! Councillor Nigel Fox suggested that this problematic
start to the meeting was the strongest recommendation for a
return to face to face meetings as soon as possible.

This was agreed.
There is a need to decide how to spend the ‘CIL’
money,
explained by Councillor Jean Fox as Community
Infrastructure Levy, paid by developers and to be spent
on improving facilities in the community. It was agreed
that a meeting was needed in June as further delay
might lead to funds being withdrawn. The Clerk to the
Council agreed to send round further information on
what it is possible to include within the CIL heading.

Speedy Solutions

The report from the Highways Committee by Councillor Nigel
Fox reported progress on installation of two speed indicator
devices, one of which has been installed in Wilstone.
Councillor Fox reported that, though some had reservations
about the visibility and effectiveness of the devices, he believed
that these have succeeded in reducing average speeds. The
installation of a similar device in Long Marston had been
delayed because of the difficulty of locating the fitting
mechanism on the corner of Bromley. Councillor Thirkettle
offered to bring his strimmer to clear the way but the response
to this offer was unclear.
As the conversation moved on to more general coverage of
Back to real life?
transport safety, a member of the public, Peter Walker, was
These early problems with technology have links to a
invited to express his concern at the general failure to
discussion later in the meeting when the format of future
implement preventative measures. He did however agree that
meetings was discussed. Apparently there has been a High
the plans already put forward by the Highways Committee
Court ruling which requires councils to meet face to face in
were the right solutions if these could be implemented. It was
future. This led to an interesting and well balanced discussion
agreed that the report should be resubmitted to the new
of the implications of such a change, including the impact on
public attendance, the implications for those who have not been Dacorum Councillor when appointed. The Chairman – maybe
vaccinated and the position of councillors who are reluctant to having a senior moment? - was uncertain when that
appointment would take place until being reminded that the
attend personally for any other reason. It was agreed that
election was the following day!
attendance was always optional and that the best plan in the
short term would be to have face to face meetings with Covid
Suspicious Withdrawals
protocol and online access for those who prefer not to attend
Councillor Jean Fox took over the Chair for the planning
personally. The technical feasibility of this solution will be
section of the meeting, now normally dealt with in separate
examined as the next stage.
session. She drew attention to the withdrawal of applications
for two significant projects, 5 dwellings at Astrope House and
Action’s the word
14 dwellings adjacent to Loxley Stables. She stressed however
The slide that eventually made its way onto the screen
contained an effective framework; an ‘action log’ which listed that we should maintain a watching brief for these projects as
there are likely to be re-applications at some stage.
all areas where previous meetings had authorised action and
monitored progress. A selection of the most interesting actions
Farewell to Zoom
were:
As this looks to be the last meeting using only virtual
Reassurance that the environmentally friendly bench
technology, your reporter will have some regrets. No more
made from recycled plastic, which had recently been
crafty drinks of wine off camera and a return to driving to
ordered, is not likely to blow away. Indeed it was
Puttenham on cold, dark winter evenings. But one person who
reported by Colin Gregory, in whose garden it
is unlikely to have regrets is our Chairman who has never yet
temporarily resides, that it not only looks good but
chaired a face to face meeting.
would also withstand a hurricane! It will shortly be
removed to its rightful place on Wilstone Village Green He deserves much praise for running meetings successfully
while battling with the whims of first the dreaded Blue Jeans,
by the oft mentioned Shaun.
The improvement of the Council website was agreed to then the slightly better Zoom, and, from time to time, problems
of internet connections. It will be good to see him and the other
be ongoing and there has been some progress in the
Councillors – who have been tolerant and adaptable throughout
development of the history section. A mysteriously
- in action without these distractions
unnamed ‘husband and wife team’ have apparently
agreed to make a start on this and to work with any
other volunteers who might come forward.
Village News

ASSETS OF COMMUNITY VALUE
IN EVERY town, village or neighbourhood across the
country there are buildings and amenities that play an
important role for the communities that use them.
Current government policies, allow communities to
nominate buildings or land for listing by the local
authority, as an Asset of Community Value. An asset
can be listed if its principal use is for the community’s
social well-being or social interests which include
cultural, sporting or recreational interests.
When a listed asset comes to be sold, communities are
allowed 6 weeks to decide whether they wish to make a
bid for the asset and if so, a freeze on the sale (of up to
six months) may be invoked. This would require
members of the community to develop a business plan,
raise finance and make a bid to buy the asset.
Regulations list a number of situations where land or
buildings are exempted from inclusion on the list. These
include private homes, operational land (such as offices,
works depots & car parks etc) and Church of England
land holdings. Please have a look at the links below
which set out the eligibility criteria.
https://www.dacorum.gov.uk/home/community-living/
introduction-to-localism
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/
ukdsi/2012/9780111525791/schedule/1
Tring Rural Parish Council intend to submit the
following assets for Dacorum to consider:
WILSTONE
The Half Moon
Allotment Garden
LONG MARSTON
Queens Head
Allotment Garden

If you think there is an asset that should be
listed, please contact the Clerk of the Council
who will send you the official form from
Dacorum for you to complete and return to the
Parish Council.
Clerk@Tringrural-pc.com
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Tring Rural Parish Council
contacts

Your Parish Councillors are:
Steven Godwin(Chairman)
07487 852830
smgodwin55@gmail.com
Nigel Fox
01296 662922
nigel.fox@tringrural-pc.co.uk
John Thirkettle
01296 661825
john.thirkettle@tringrural-pc.co.uk
Mary Davis
07516 344248
Mary.davis@tringrural-pc.co.uk
Jean Fox
01442 825846
Jean.fox@tringrural-pc.co.uk
The Clerk to the Council is :
Chloe Collins
07516 344248
clerk@tringrural-pc.co.uk
Address:- Tring Rural Parish Council, PO Box 6444,
Leighton Buzzard, LU7 6FX
The Villages Warden is:
Mr Colin Reedman
01442 822031
Parish Council Website:
http://www.tringrural-pc.co.uk/

Village history enthusiasts? We
need your help.
WE HAVE agreed to act as co-ordinators of a new project to
create a section on the history of our villages, for the website
of Tring Rural Parish Council. We are already researching
what is available on the Internet and elsewhere but would like
very much to have the support of other volunteers.
The first stage during June is to create a timeline which will
record major events, probably starting with a Roman coin
found in Wilstone around AD96 and maybe ending with the
first ever cancellation of the Long Marston village show due
to Covid in 2020. We would appreciate help in filling in all
the key events in-between and ensuring that we don’t miss out
any important milestones in the history of our villages.
Subsequent plans include interviews with villagers who can
remember these landmark events, articles by those with inside
knowledge and Internet links to explore historical events in
more detail.
One specific area of support required is for anyone with better
IT skills than we have, who is willing to help design the website section and input content as required.
If you are interested please contact us by email on jennywarner44@icloud.com or by telephone on 01296 662158.
Jenny and Alan Warner

T&S TREECARE
ROOFING
Specialist in
Tiling, Slating, Chimneys and Flat Roofing
Guttering, Facias and Building Works.

56-57 High Street, Tring, Herts, HP23 5AG.
Tel: Tring (01442) 823031
Mobile: 07951 220904

TREES LOPPED, PRUNED OR FELLED.
HEDGES SHAPED, PRUNED OR REMOVED.
WE ALSO DO STUMP GRINDING,
TURFING, GRASS CUTTING & FENCING.
ALL GARDEN RUBBISH REMOVED.
MINI DIGGER FOR HIRE.
FREE ADVICE & ESTIMATE

Telephone: 01296 662167

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFIED
PLUMBING & HEATING ENGINEER


For all your Plumbing, Gas , Oil & Heating requirements



Boiler & appliance installations, system upgrades, servicing,
fault finding & repair



Oil – boiler and tank installations, service & repair



Complete bathroom installations & design



No job too small / Free no obligation quote/ No call out
charge

Tel : 01296-688968 / 07527900028
E mail : info@damianstewartplumbing.co.uk
www.damianstewartplumbing.co.uk
7 Chiltern Road, Wingrave, Aylesbury, Bucks, HP22 4QQ
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APPLIANCE REPAIR SERVICE

Specialist in the repair of Bosch, Siemens and Neff kitchen
appliances as well as many other leading manufacturers.
Fully trained engineer with over 20 years experience.
Contact Renato on
01494 776554 or
07771 706380
www.appliancerepairservice.co.uk
10% off call-out charge with this advert please call for further information.

Meet our Councillors: Chairman Steven
Godwin

Stephen enjoys his work for the Council. However he admits
that his time as Chairman has not been easy as he has not lived
in the area long and there is much to learn. He would have
preferred more time as a member before becoming Chairman
IT IS A SIGN of the times that this first feature interview with but the vacancy occurred, no-one else was coming forward and,
our Parish Council members had to be on Zoom rather than
as he had experienced chairing roles in a number of
face to face. I already knew that Chairman Steven Godwin is
organisations during his working life, he volunteered to give it
not a fan of virtual communication after observing a number of a go.
his brushes with technology during recent council meetings.
Another familiar sign of the times was that Steven had to log
The main difficulty has been the move to virtual meetings
on to Zoom with his Iphone because his own laptop was being which happened early in his tenure and which he has found
used by his son for an online College course. But, despite this
‘very hard’. Apart from the technical problems which have
problem and to our mutual surprise, we made a perfect Zoom
been described elsewhere in previous newsletters, it has been
connection.
difficult to establish the same informal communications that
can be achieved before, during and after face to face meetings.
We hope that this is the first of several profiles of our
He also finds that the role of Chairman is very different from
Councillors; Steven agreed to be the guinea pig after a little
similar roles in business. There is no hierarchy or personal
reluctance on the part of some of his colleagues. The purpose is objectives in parish council work; everyone is a volunteer with
to let village residents know more about the backgrounds,
lots of pressures on their time and this can sometimes make it
motivations and interests of those who give their time to
hard to get things done as quickly as might happen in other
support our parish.
contexts.#
Steven started by telling me about his background and
upbringing. He grew up in Swindon and was an only child,
On average Council activities take around 10 hours per week,
attending a comprehensive school and becoming, like many of though it will be more at the time of Council Meetings and
his generation, the first of his family to go to University. He
other pressure points. Steven and the other Council members
studied Modern History and German at the University of East
have plans to do much more when we return to normal times
Anglia, before moving into the world of business as a trainee
post Covid. The particular ambition is to strengthen
manager in a supermarket group. This was followed by a
communications within the Community, between villages,
number of different management positions around Swindon and across age groups and between the Council and all residents.
the West Country, which enabled him to experience a range of Members would like the Council to do much more than merely
sectors and management cultures. At one point, between jobs in fulfil its statutory requirements; they would like it to become
the challenging times of the eighties, he took a post graduate
more of a resource hub that residents can approach for
Teacher Training course but then moved back into a business
solutions to their concerns and make their lives better. To start
career.
this off, they would like more exchanges of views on the
Stephen eventually secured a position with an organisation that purpose of the Council and how it can do more to improve the
provided the challenges and work environment he was looking environment of the villages and encourage activities that bring
for and this was with Danone, a French company in the food
people together.
sector. The work base was Hemel Hempstead so he moved to
live in Tring, which was also convenient for the numerous trips My observations from reporting on several years’ Council
to London that were part of the job. This was where he met his meetings is that the Chairman’s role is not an easy one. Those
wife Thelma and they subsequently moved to live in London,
in the Chair can become the focal point for complaints and
then later Berkhamsted.
dissatisfaction when the scope for action is often limited by the
lack of time, resources and authority to act. Having seen
Stephen worked for Danone for 25 years in various
Stephen in virtual action, I believe that, despite the early
management positions; his final role was handling the public
challenges he has faced, we have the right Chairman to help the
affairs of their Water and Dairy Divisions. This job proved to
Council take things forward.
be both challenging and interesting, meeting well known
people in the public affairs world and later becoming involved
with issues around Brexit that were critical to Danone’s future
operations. He left Danone around three years ago, following a
Solution No 149
reorganisation that allowed him to become a consultant for a
while, before his retirement.
This new phase of his life also coincided with a move by the
Godwin family from Berkhamsted to Gubblecote. In addition to
his work with the Council, Stephen also applies his experience
with Danone as Chairman of the Natural Sourced Waters
Association, an organisation that represents companies
marketing natural water products for sale in the UK. He is also
taking private lessons in the French language to ensure that the
fluency he developed with Danone is maintained. Any time left
from these activities is spent at his allotment on Potash Lane,
taking local walks and – when it was possible – travelling
abroad.
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A history of Fred and Rose Cooper of the Half Moon,
Wilstone
by Clive Reedman

Fred and Rose behind the bar of the Half Moon
FREDERICK Ernest Cooper was born on the 20thJanuary 1877 in the village of Harrold in Bedfordshire. His early
upbringing would almost certainly have included helping out on Crow Hill Farm on which he lived with his farm
labourer father Thomas and mother Elizabeth. Agricultural labour had played the predominant role in the lives of his
ancestry, with farm life being the norm for at least three generations preceding Frederick .

Grandfather Bartholomew Cooper listed as an Agricultural Worker in Odell,
Beds in the 1841 Census.
For reasons we cannot yet fully explain, by the age of 14 Frederick had been apprenticed to a Wheelwright named
Frank Pearson and now boarded in his house at 36 Humbolt Street, Fulham in London. It was during this time that he
met Rose Townsend, a young lady born and raised by her parents William and Elizabeth in Minchinhampton in
Gloucestershire. At the age of 17, Rose was described in the 1891 Census as being employed as an ‘umbrella stick
worker’, presumably involved in the making of umbrellas to augment the wages of her father, who was a road construction ‘stonebreaker’ and mother who was a ‘shoddy worker’. We have to resist the temptation to believe that
Rose’s mother ‘s work was of poor quality and understand that shoddy workers were in fact involved in the furniture
manufacturing industry.
Contd on next page
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Fred and Rose Cooper

Rose Townsend listed in the 1891 Census.

The young couple were married in St Andrew’s Church in Fulham on the 28th October 1895 and
remained together for the next 48 years. They certainly wasted no time in starting a family with a
son, Frederick Thomas being born in 1896 and by the end of March 1901 they had moved to 44
Gastein Road in Fulham. This small, terraced house would have been tight even for the Cooper
family alone, but was shared with William and Louisa Baldwin and their two young children, so
one can imagine it as a lively place!

The record of the marriage of Frederick and Rose in October 1895
I have not yet established exactly where Frederick worked whilst living in Fulham and if indeed he
was self-employed. If he was then he certainly didn’t spend money on advertising himself, or his
business in the local papers, or trade directories. So, I suspect he remained a ‘paid worker’ right
up until the time he made the decision to move into the pub trade. However, by 1911 the family
had grown from three to five with the birth of daughter Florence in 1902 and William in 1906. But
by this time the Baldwin family had moved on and been replaced by Thomas and Emily Anderson
and their baby daughter Nella.
44 Gastein Road, Fulham the long-time
home of Frederick, Rose and family.
The London Electoral Registers reveal that the
Coopers remained in their small, but
increasingly overcrowded home at least up until
1935. Violet had become the last of the children
to be born to the couple in 1912. But Frederick
had maintained his skilled occupation of
Wheelwright throughout and in September 1939
when a register was created listing all nonservice residents of the UK, Frederick’s
occupation is shown as ‘Innkeeper’, but
bracketed next to the entry are the words ‘and
Wheelwright’. I wonder if he did in fact maintain
his skill whilst also running the Half Moon?
Contd. On page 18
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In Praise of Biodiversity
NOW THAT this area is being so aggressively targeted for
development, I was delighted to see in the April issue of
Village News that Tring Rural Parish Council are trying to
draw up a biodiversity map in advance of the new Biodiversity
Accounting Law. If I understand it correctly, this mean that all
developers will have to take into account the biodiversity of the
sites they seek to develop, which hopefully will minimise the
random destruction of hedgerows, trees and flora and fauna.
We can only hope.

by Gil Macdonald

As anyone who
walks their dog
along Astrope Lane
will testify, the
speed and volume
of traffic is
frightening,
especially where
the lane narrows as
it does near the
The fight to save the two surviving black poplars on the field in crossroads making
Astrope Lane continues. At the end of February I took up
this an incredibly
Paul the developer’s challenge to get a more detailed report on dangerous spot and
the trees. Because it is a safety issue, the trees being so close
certainly not a safe
to the road it was necessary to be highly scrupulous but out of place for a school
the three experts that I consulted all of whom were fully
bus or children.
qualified: one a tree surgeon, one a tree surveyor and finally
Add to that the
the person who actually did a full examination and produced
parked cars of
the report that I submitted to the developers in early March, an mothers waiting to
Arboriculturist who specialises in highways and road safety
pick up their
who used to work for Dacorum Borough Council, they all
children and it
independently reached the same conclusion. The trees are still would be an accident waiting to happen, so saving the trees
surprisingly strong and healthy, the strong winds and storms
once again can only be a serendipitous and positive step if this
that have buffeted them recently certainly attest to this and
proposed layby has to be moved further down the lane nearer
unlike many Black Poplars that have been pollarded, if treated to its originally proposed much safer turning circle location.
appropriately and in time, which means taking out the crowns
not hard pollarding and not neglecting them any further, they
Come the summer months when the ditches dry up and we are
will continue to have useful and productive lives and not
no longer waterlogged it might be easy to forget the misery
present any danger to the public or owners of the land.
and uncertainty of the winter months caused by the now
Wanting to be 100% certain though, Paul has recently sent
increasingly frequent event of flooding, which if it does not
someone up with a camera to search for cracks beneath the ivy. affect you, is hard to imagine – just a minor inconvenience
when Station Road is temporarily closed or blocked. But how
Of course no tree can ever be guaranteed 100% safe just as
can we, with a clear conscience ignore this when homes in our
nothing in nature or in life is 100% safe, as we all know to our village are being ruined by this ongoing misery? I therefore
cost with the recent COVID pandemic. Who could have
applaud the developers for withdrawing their request for
predicted that? But during this pandemic our green spaces, our planning permission. It is a proven fact that in the face of such
trees and woods and fields have become invaluable as have our high saturation levels SUDs, sustainable drainage systems,
gardens. They have kept us sane but were it not for the fact
will not be effective. Underwater tanks, however large, faced
that without trees we would have no breathable atmosphere on with such a deluge of water will inevitably fill up and overflow
this planet I am sure that councils using Health and Safety as
in the same way as ditches. I noted the huge puddle which
an excuse and developers who find them in inconvenient
flooded the footpath at the base of the new Astrope Stables
places, might well have removed them all by now, as has been development this winter. The new builds of course would be
the case in many towns and cities. Trees shed leaves, they can similarly raised up and flood proofed but we would not. We
be messy and we are all of us guilty of forgetting that they are would be in this puddle. And until our failing infrastructure,
not just there for decoration or for our convenience.
our sewage and drainage systems are effectively repaired or
replaced and so far all efforts have been totally ineffectual, to
Here in Long Marston these Black Poplars were planted
add to this misery with further developments would be
alongside the ditches and lanes for a reason, they are trees that criminally irresponsible. Dacorum has an agenda to develop
thrive on a flood plain and as well as sucking up water they
land as have the developers having spent several hundred
hold the vital ditches in place, so we are blessed to have them. thousand pounds on a piece of land expressly for that purpose,
They are also extremely beautiful and one of Britain’s most
which presents a real headache for them. But we cannot
endangered trees.
ignore local conditions. The government made this clear in its
National Planning Policy Framework and I quote: “the
I therefore read with interest in the April issue of Village
development must be safe for its lifetime taking into account
News, an update from the developers about the planning
the vulnerability of its users and not increasing the flood risk
application in Astrope Lane, where this report was briefly
elsewhere”. Flooding must not be ignored. And no one is
mentioned. Planning permission has been withdrawn due to
above the law of nature.
the serious issue of flooding and the importance of the field as
a soakaway as recommended by the environment agency, but
So, returning to the all important subject of biodiversity,
should the development have proceeded, retaining the two trees perhaps another use might be found for this small but vital
would have proved inconvenient as they are situated close to
piece of land in Astrope Lane? If funds could be raised to
the entrance to Marston Court where the developers planned to purchase it from the developers, who
place the school bus layby and access.
quite naturally must be anxious for a Contd. On next page
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So, returning to the all important subject of biodiversity,
perhaps another use might be found for this small but vital
piece of land in Astrope Lane? If funds could be raised to
purchase it from the developers, who quite naturally must be
anxious for a return on their investment, it could be saved and
retained for the benefit of the community. Adjacent to the
village school and pond - once a much loved part of the field
but now fenced off and also sadly neglected, as a unique eco
system and home to Great Crested Newts, frogs etc the pond
has been saved from development by the intervention of the
Environment Agency. Cut off as it is from the village,
maintenance has proved a problem for the school. Local
people are keen to help but along with the black poplars and
other trees and remaining hedgerows, which we have fought,
not always successfully to retain, why not create a nature
reserve, a place to encourage and develop biodiversity? With
the new relaxed planning laws and increasing pressure from
Dacorum and developers, who now see every field as a
development opportunity, this small piece of land could be
saved and retained as a haven for biodiversity in the heart of
our village for our children ourselves and future generations.
This might not be as crazy an idea as it sounds, for the world is As well as an invaluable soakaway to protect against flooding,
changing as increasingly the planet is under threat. And our
what an amazing resource this would be for the school, feeding
world, our villages are changing too but as human beings we so into all aspects of the curriculum.
often don’t appreciate what we have until it’s too late and it’s
I would add that we certainly do need more housing for young
gone. When all the wild hedgerows and trees have been tided
away, when the barn owl no longer floats like a ghost over the families in our village but it has to be safe and when our
fields, when there is no longer enough darkness to see the stars, infrastructure can take it and most importantly, of the right
kind. We have a wonderful school and preschool in Long
who do we blame, it has to be ourselves for not fighting hard
Marston and it is criminal that affordable family housing is the
enough for what matters and for what we love. If lockdown
taught us nothing else it was and is to appreciate nature and our one type of housing for which there is no financial incentive for
developers to build. Instead, endorsed by Dacorum Borough
wild spaces. So if you have any local knowledge about our
trees and hedgerows, any information at all about their history, Council we get proposals for blocks of flats, maisonettes and
three storey town houses with a bare minimum of affordable
the planting dates and uses of wood from pollarded trees, or
about wildlife and wild flowers, please let’s document it before family homes tacked on. The pandemic has made us appreciate
the value of having a garden. But sadly smaller homes with
it is too late. Biodiversity is a precious and invaluable asset,
gardens appear to be the lowest priority.
which we must fight to preserve if we want to save this planet
and our environment for future generations.

Contd from page 14 return on their investment, it could be
saved and retained for the benefit of the community. Adjacent
to the village school and pond - once a much loved part of the
field but now fenced off and also sadly neglected, as a unique
eco system and home to Great Crested Newts, frogs etc the
pond has been saved from development by the intervention of
the Environment Agency. Cut off as it is from the village,
maintenance has proved a problem for the school. Local
people are keen to help but along with the black poplars and
other trees and remaining hedgerows, which we have fought,
not always successfully to retain. Why not create a nature
reserve, a place to encourage and develop biodiversity? With
the new relaxed planning laws and increasing pressure from
Dacorum and developers, who now see every field as a
development opportunity, this small piece of land could be
saved and retained as a haven for biodiversity in the heart of
our village for our children ourselves and future generations.
As well as an invaluable soakaway to protect against flooding,
what an amazing resource this would be for the school, feeding
into all aspects of the curriculum.

From the Astrope Housing Team
OVER the last few months, the two poplar trees on the corner
of the land off Astrope Lane have been being assessed by surveyors and arboriculturalists in relation to their risk, their
health and their ongoing management.
The original recommendations to remove and replace these
trees and the subsequent response from the council came as a
shock to some. The consultant and council view was no
doubt driven by a cautious approach to risk management, and
their own assessment of the significance of the trees against
this risk. The democratic process of consultation of course allows voices to be heard and enables opinions on their significance and risk to be considered.

their health and give them the best chance.
It would have been preferable to carry this work out in the autumn but for safety reasons, it has been recommended that
maintenance and reduction work should be carried out more
imminently and this is therefore scheduled to happen in a few
weeks time. A team of tree experts that came through a number
of local recommendations will be carrying this out.

Interestingly, on the back of these new surveys, a debate has
evolved as to whether the trees are indeed black poplars or a
more common form of hybrid. To give some certainty on this,
laboratory DNA testing is now also in progress. The shrinking
number of black poplars make this an important question to
answer in the greater context. Whether they are black poplars
More detailed high-level visual inspection surveys were then
very recently carried out to more closely assess their condition or not, it is increasingly clear that they hold an important posiand historic pollarding points. A lack of management over past tion in the immediate community and landscape. As such, steps
are underway to try to improve their health and manage their
decades and a high number of damaged limbs has now led to
recommendations to remove fractures and to reduce their
risk safely for both the short and long term.
height. It was advised that a 'reduction' instead of full
'pollarding' at this stage would be the best way of managing
Village News

Entry in the 1939 Register for the Half Moon
Unfortunately, the war did take a toll on the family when William Jack Cooper who had risen to
the rank of Staff Sergeant in the R.A.O.C. was killed in action on the 9th July 1941 in North Africa,
leaving behind him his wife Sylvia who he had married in 1930. His grave is maintained in the Tobruk War Cemetery, Libya.

Entry for William Jack Cooper in the British Army Casualty Lists 1939-1945

Frederick passed away on the 19th of March 1943 leaving Rose, their son Frederick Thomas and
his wife Ellen to manage the Half Moon. Rose died in early 1964, tragically followed by Frederick
Thomas later the same year.
The Cooper family certainly had a long association with Wilstone and I would be delighted to hear
from anybody that knew them. My research will go on and I will of produce a fuller account of all
the incumbents of the Half Moon in due course.
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Wilstone Community
Shop
Run by the community, for the community
We aim to serve the Community by:

Tel: 01442 –891167



keeping prices fair



Offering a wide range of goods and services



Stocking home-made and local produce



Being a place where people like to shop and volunteers
like to work

We’re on the Home Straight
THINGS are moving very quickly now towards the
expansion of the shop and its continuation under a new
Lease offered by Tom and Sophie. The amount of work
that is required to separate the shop fully from the current
Antiques shop means that we shall have to close for a
short period of time to get essential infrastructure, such as
a kitchen, sinks and a toilet fitted. Assuming that all the
legal work is complete in time then the planned shutdown will take place from close of play Sunday 11th July
for at least two weeks. We cannot give an exact r eopening date at this time, but of course we are aiming for
the earliest date possible.
Tom has kindly allowed us to continue to use the
facilities in the Antiques shop between 1st July (when he
buys the property) and the 11th July, so there is some
work that we shall be able to undertake whilst the shop
remains open.
We have so far raised a considerable amount towards
the cost of the shop fitout, however, we still have around
£7.5k left to raise. We have looked at a share offer but
that is quite complex and will involve time and some cost,
so whilst it is still an option for the future, we are putting
that on hold for the time being. We are therefore asking
if you would support us by making a financial donation
and/or supporting our SOCS events. We will be putting a
donation thermometer outside the shop to track our
progress. We shall also be calling out for volunteers to
help with everything from packing up stock from the old
shop, to painting and cleaning and re-stocking the new
shop. Please keep an eye out on our Facebook page and
volunteer if you are able to do so.
Thank you for all your support so far, we’re nearly
there, but we still need your help for the final push.

If you are able to and would like to make a personal
donation towards the shop funds, these will be
gratefully received and can be made by cheque, cash
or bank transfer.
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New Website
Go to https://www.wilstonecommunityshop.org.uk to see our
new website and access information on all the latest news
plus details of our SOCS fundraising events. Many thanks to
Cliff Brown for his time in designing and developing this new
site.

Ice-creams!
I scream, you scream,
we all scream for ice
cream! So goes the
song, but there’s no
need to scream at the
Community Shop or
scrabble amongst the
bags of chips , because
we now have a
dedicated freezer for all
your favourites. So
come along and grab
one and make the most
of the sun while it lasts!

Supported by The Wilstone Community Shop

A BLOOMING LOVELY GARDEN
IN JULY – tips to make your garden
ready for the Wilstone Open Village
& Open Gardens event on 25th July
by Jo Woodbridge
What to do in June
YOU’VE now got longer to get your garden ready for opening
on 25th July, there is still time to spruce up your garden and
show it off, follow these tips and let me know that you will
open your garden, we need your garden!
Suggestions for blooms in July are: Delphinium, dahlia, gardenia, gerbera, aster, salvia ‘Amistad’.

Plant out your burgeoning sunflowers. Give the
little plants a support stick to help them stay straight
and they will reach for the sun. Keep an eye out for
slug nibbling too. Find a place at the front of your
house or garden so that they will be visible to everyone on 25th July.

Frosts should no longer be an issue so plant up your
beds, tubs and baskets with summer bedding plants.
There is a huge variety at garden centres and online.
Remember to water them regularly and give them a
weekly liquid feed.

If you have gaps in your borders visit the garden
centre to see what is in bloom and buy a new plant
for that space.

Cover fruit bushes with netting or fleece to protect
them from birds.

Deadhead roses and other flowers as they go over to

By Maggie Winship

encourage new flowers.
Remove rose leaves that show signs of black spot to
stop it spreading.

Give some of your herbaceous perennials the
“Chelsea chop”. This makes the plant sturdier and
stockier with more side shoots that carry more flowers. Cut back between a third and half of the heleniums, rudbeckias, sedums and delphiniums.

Greenfly and other aphids may appear on your
plants. Rub them off with your fingers or use a
hose to spray them off. Birds will also help remove
them.

How are your seeds growing? I do hope that the
seeds delivered to you are growing well. If they are
in a pot place it somewhere for everyone to see.
Soon your garden will be looking tidier and full of colour .
Why not reward your hard work with compliments from visitors during the Open Village and Gardens event. Wilstone has
a diverse range of gardens on offer; big and small, wild and
manicured, formal and relaxed and all those inbetween. Let me
know if you would like to show off your hard work on 25 th
July, it really is fun I promise! Thanks call me 01442 891444
or email jomark@waitrose.com


illustrated with photos and we learned how to identify ancient
hedges (known as Relic Hedges), and woodlands as well as
medieval plough lines in fields, and animal tracks. We hope
that we may invite John to visit us when we are able to have
our physical meetings, for all those non-Zoomers to enjoy his
talk.

ON SATURDAY 5th June we are holding a Litter Pick around Like everyone else we are hoping the Covid restrictions will
continue to ease and we can enjoy our June Garden Visit and
the village. As we had to cancel our plans for a similar event
last year, it is certainly overdue and we hope for willing helpers our July Birthday party as planned.
to join us. If you are able to come along, we will be meeting at
10.00 at the Village Hall. If you have your own grabber this
would be useful, although we do have a few that can be borrowed. You will be supplied with bags and given a route. The
full bags will be collected from the Village Hall the following
Monday.
With the year advancing and the occasional dry day, our walking group have once again been out and about exploring new
footpaths and enjoying the spring flowers and wildlife. We are
very lucky to live in a village with access to so many paths
without having to use our cars.
Our May member's meeting was once again held by Zoom (for
the last time we hope!), and we listened to a wonderful talk by
John Tyler, entitled Reading the Countryside. The talk was well
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Letter to the editor
Sir,
Whilst I was grateful that you made room in the May
2021 issue of Village News for my article about a
possible stray cat visiting our house and helping
himself to our cats’ food whenever the kitchen door is
left open, I was somewhat distressed by the headline
“Is your cat dinning out for free?”. As a person with a
reputation for better-than-average-spelling, I feel it
necessary to point out that this headline had nothing
to do with me or my long-suffering wife, Anna –
who has by far, the best spelling of all the Annas in
Chapel Fields.
The shame and stress that my family have had to
endure over the past month for this headline has been
virtually intolerable and has meant that on the rare
occasions I have ventured out into the centre of
Wilstone, I have had to cover my face with shopping
bags and dress entirely in grey to blend in with the
tarmac so as to avoid being recognised.
The thought of pretending to be a scarecrow did occur
to me as a more cunning form of disguise and this
would have been more effective a month ago, by all
accounts. Some might argue that there is little
difference between my actual appearance and some
of the recently constructed
Village scarecrows, including the canine ones.
However, in a spelling competition with a scarecrow, I
reckon I would win hands-down. So there.
I hope that this sets the record straight.
With thanks
Frank Beck
I am so sorry I caused you so much distress but in these
times of lockdowns we have to survive without the assistance of a proof reader and rely more on the catastrophic
American spell checker.
Of course I may have been implying that the cat was a
noisy eater!
As I am the editor next month can we please have an update on cat ?
Colin Moore

Bethany Mead
I work from my treatment room in Wilstone, as well as
mobile in the local area.
Massage - Deep Tissue Massage - Reflexology
Facials - Manicure - Pedicure - Gels

Gift Vouchers
07935 821846
BMTreatments@gmail.com
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The Old Pastures
Luxury accommodation for
dogs

Icknield Farm, Icknield Way,
Tring, Herts. HP23 4JX

VISITING, KENNELING AND COLLECTING BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

Luxury heated accommodation for your dog with a
personal touch giving your dog the extra attention
they deserve. All dogs are walked twice a day.
In association with Mrs. Doolittle's Pet Sitters
Tel: 01442 824856

www.spoilyourdog.co.uk
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What’s Bugging You?

by Martin Winship

A Story of Longub Puttastone

Foreword.
I AM of course fully aware of the suffering and loss that has
been caused by the pandemic, in this country and around the
world. I do not want to give offence by treating the subject
disrespectfully. But it is and has always been part of our
national character to deal with situations of difficulty and
tragedy with humour, and it is in this spirit that I wrote the
story that follows. I hope you enjoy it, and that it offends noone.
IT SEEMED like no time at all between the first few cases being
detected and announced and the epidemic becoming a full-blown
pandemic and spreading around the world. It was identified as a kind
of bird ‘flu, specifically associated with crows, and because people
came down with it like falling skittles, it was known as Corvid
Ninepins. Nowhere was safe from its effects, though some locations
were more fortunate than others. Quite isolated communities like
Longub Puttastone fared comparatively well, with few cases anywhere
near, and experiencing little difficulty in adapting to the changed
circumstances of lockdown and social distancing. The residents
responded in their own ways, according to their abilities and
inclinations. And an inclination they all shared was to help each other,
in any practical way they could. Almost immediately there were offers
of assistance with shopping for supplies and fetching medicines for the
most vulnerable.
Old Siegfried was, for his age, particularly hale and hearty – he took
no regular course of pills or medicine - but he readily accepted the
offers he received to collect his meagre weekly shopping. He was
fortunate in growing much of his own food on his allotment, and of
course found no difficulty in abiding by the social distancing
regulations; most people who were acquainted with him actually felt
that even two metres was too close for comfort, with or without the
pandemic. One suspected, too, that any germ foolhardy enough to
approach Siegfried closer than this was probably doomed anyway. He
certainly missed his regular sojourns to the Half Head, which had (in
common with all other public houses) been obliged to close its doors,
and though he did not much miss his pints of Old and Nasty in the bar,
he pined for the company of Jake, and Thomas, and Rodney – to say
nothing of Alice.
Alice, being something of a brave stalwart soul (having once been
described by someone who should have known better as a “shirehearty”) soldiered on, cooking and baking, and when all else failed,
preparing batches of her Celebrated Brussel Sprout Relish. This
delicacy never waned in its popularity, and there was a constant high
demand both from her intimates and those who obtained their jars
from the village shop. Somehow, a rumour got started – by whom noone ever discovered, though there were suspicions – that the relish,
rubbed on rather than consumed, afforded great protection against the
dreadful Lurgi. Sales rocketed, and Alice was hard-pressed to keep up
the supply. Going against her honest nature, she found it expedient to
substitute cabbage for the genuine Brussels, but as the intention was
for external application only, the sleight went unnoticed. Soon, any
resident of the village, socially distanced as they might be, could be
instantly recognised by the unmistakeable whiff of brassica they
carried with them.

exposed to the very same indiscriminate germs that infected the great
unwashed. When Prunella had sufficiently calmed herself with a small
glass of her favourite Amontillado, she issued fresh orders to her
bemused husband. He was to engage a firm of discrete, high-class
builders, to erect a scaffolding and plastic cocoon to completely isolate
the house – instantly, if not sooner. He knew better than to argue or
dissimulate, and the protective shroud was soon deployed, providing
Prunella (and her husband) with almost total protection. She was
annoyed that her husband still insisted on “popping out” now and then,
to “get a few things”, but resigned herself to his selfish ways. She was
puzzled and disturbed by the faint aroma of cabbages which seemed to
manifest itself within her sanctum from time to time.
Rodney had not been slow to recognise the commercial possibilities of
PPE – personal protection equipment – and when a mate of his had
tipped him the wink about a certain shipment of facemasks that had
“gone adrift” he snapped at the opportunity. Against the rules, he
drove his battered old pick-up truck one dark night for a rendezvous
with a slippery type who handed over several anonymous cardboard
cartons in exchange for a fair-sized bundle of used fivers – no
questions asked. Rodney asked himself a question, however, after he
got home and examined the merchandise. The first box he opened
revealed the grinning face of Tony Blair, one-time Prime Minister, and
now reproduced in full living colour on hundreds of plastic party
masks. The next box held a similar number of a rather superciliouslooking Donald Trump; a third held caricatures of Prince Charles.
There were many more varieties. The question Rodney asked himself
as he sat back, surveying his swag, was “What on Earth am I going to
do with this lot?” The answer was not immediately forthcoming.
Thomas had been more successful in his enterprise, which was only
just, as his was entirely altruistic. As the year rolled on and the
restrictions continued, he, along with many others, took advantage of
the environs of the village, with its network of footpaths and open
fields, to enjoy his legitimate open-air exercise. But he did not restrict
himself to the simple pleasures of walking, watching and listening to
the wild birds, and savouring the occasional glimpses of deer, foxes
and hares. He always took suitable sized and strength carrier-bags with
him on his perambulations, and, in season, gathered great quantities of
blackberries, sloes, damsons and greengages, as well as haws and hips.
All this harvest he took home to the several sheds behind his cottage,
and following ancient recipes, many of which were not written down
anywhere, and were known only to himself, he carefully, lovingly and
skilfully extracted juice and essence, boiled and strained, dissolved
and mixed, and syphoned liquids of every shade and colour into
countless demijohns and fermenting vessels. All through the autumn a
pleasant symphony of gurgles and bubbles sounded softly from the
sheds, and an angel’s breath floated miasma-like about the
outbuilding. By the time winter had been and gone, and spring had
woken its garlands of white and yellow flowers, and May had burst
out along the hedgerows, all was ready for the next step; bottling.

Thomas filled empty bottles by the dozen, sealing each with a new
cork, and gumming a simple label on each to indicate its pedigree. By
July, the Crabbe Nouveau was ready. Coincidentally, the restrictions
were finally being lifted, and Thomas spent an entire day distributing
his complete stock of special home-made wine to every resident of the
village. His munificence was gratefully accepted, and without
exception, full advantage was taken of this largesse; by the next
Prunella greeted the pandemic with indignation tinged with hysteria.
She had not instructed her husband to buy their beautiful house, set in morning every bottle was once more empty. And strangely, though the
its substantial mature gardens, nestling in the heart of such a rural idyll village had endured 18 months of peril and risk – without a single case
as the sought-after location of Longub Puttastone, only to find herself of infection – the morning after, there was not an individual in Longub
Puttastone who did not feel ill.
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A BIG
THANK YOU
From Wilstone Village Hall Committee
AT OUR AGM in May, Neil Williams of Tring Road in
Wilstone, finished many years serving as Treasurer to
the Village Hall.
Apart from the accounts, he also managed the time
consuming job of all the floats required for fetes and
film nights and the bankings. Just as he retires, we
firmly move in to the cashless society which means we
won’t be using cash so much. Bad timing.
Traditionally, the Committee like to give a gift to say
thank you for all the voluntary work its members have
done. However, Neil has asked that instead of a gift to
him, he would like us to make a £150 donation to the
Save our Community Shop fund.
Thank you for your generosity Neil, and for all your
hard work for the Village Hall. Now go fishing.
Peter Walker on behalf of Wilstone Village Hall Committee.
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From the Vicarage
AMONGST the darkness of our grief and fear, one
of the good things about the past year has been that
the important things have been the important things:
some of the core things about being human - supporting one another and protecting one another have perhaps been higher on our list of priorities
than ever before. Communities have cared for one
another in vital, life-giving ways. We’ve been following the golden rule - ‘Love your neighbour as
yourself’. This rule, expressed in these words by
Jesus Christ, and in other ways by many religions,
doesn’t seem quite so golden when putting it into
practice requires us to grit our teeth and love the
‘neighbour’ who drives us round the bend. But of
course, that’s the point. We don’t pick and choose
our neighbours, our families, our communities, - and
we are challenged to act in love regardless. It can be
tough. Reflection on the expansiveness of love can
help. Here’s a prayerful meditation that does just that
We give thanks for the remarkable gifts

of God’s creating and redeeming love,
the loving that casts out all fear.
For the love that frees us to ask questions
and explore,
to frame doubts and investigate new possibilities,
to build theories and then cross-examine
them.
We thank you, God of adventurous love.
For the love that enables us to marvel at our
own existence,
to ponder and remember,
recognise our own needs
and affirm our own knowledge and purpose.
We thank you, God of determined love.
For the love that helps us to communicate
with one another,
to express trust and respect,
share heartaches and visions,
to convey love and mercy.
We thank you, God of reconciling love.
For the love that inspires us to warmly encourage those around us,
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by Rev’d Michelle Grace
to affirm and build up, comfort and enlighten.
We thank you, God of nurturing love.
For the love that liberates us to celebrate the
world around us
in poetry and song,
to delight in shapes and colours, intricacies
and patterns,
awesome forces and deep mysteries.
We thank you God of visionary love.
For the love that encourages us to express
something of our faith;
for creeds and prayers, hymns and readings,
discussion groups and sermons.
We thank you, God of creative love.

Above all else we thank you
for the love that allows us to admit
that we have no words in which to adequately describe
the process of faith in Christ,
the awesome worship of our God,
and the holy wonder of the Spirit.
We thank you for that point where
our love becomes wordless adoration.
Through Christ Jesus, Amen.
~ prayer written by Bruce Prewer
Every blessing, Michelle

An Appreciation
MY SINCERE thanks to my village friends for the Sympathy
cards sent to me in remembrance of my daughter Helen who
recently passed away in her chosen country of Canada.
Helen was a true born and bred Wilstonian. Helen was delivered by Nurse Carter. Those who knew Nurse Carter would
know her as she who should be obeyed. As I well remember,
being told to let go of my wife’s hand and go and ring the
doctor during the delivery process
Helen will be sorely missed by her friends, mainly her ever
loved horses and dogs of which in her short life there were
many, remember little Ed?
Thanks for the memory.
Wally B

M.D.SPRING AUTOS
All mechanical repairs
Very competitive prices
All work guaranteed

Vehicles collected and returned at
no extra charge.

MOTs available on site (class 4 & 7)
Welding Tyres Wheels balanced Batteries Exhausts Diagnostic Tuning Air Conditioning servicing
and repairs
Phone: 01296 662280
New Fax: 01296 662347
Mobile: 07860 847328

Unit 9, Airfield Industrial Estate,
Cheddington Lane, Long Marston.

JOBS FOR JO
No time, energy or inclination?
Ask Jo to do the job for you

Garden tidying – regular and one offs
Plant pots replanted and herbs for sale
Fence painting
Small internal decorating
General help and assistance-Clutter clearing
Administration assistance
Small jobs a speciality

Jo Woodbridge
07719 434620 or 01442 891444
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Buttercups

“Buttercups and daisies, Oh the pretty flowers, Coming ere

by Martin Winship the springtime, To tell of sunny hours” – Mary Howitt 1799 –

“Hour after hour they ponder the warm field, -And
the far valley behind, where the buttercup had
blessed with gold their slow boots coming up” –
Wilfred Owen 1893 – 1918 Spring Offensive
MANY local pastures have turned from lush green to a gleaming yellow gold as the buttercups burst into flower, and seem to
creep steadily forwards across the sward. Footpaths which in
the winter and early spring trailed across the featureless grass
have become bordered by banks of shining flowers, defining
their course from gate to gate. The buttercup family
(Ranunculaceae) is large, and includes as well as the many different species of buttercups themselves (about 600) such varied
familiar plants as Marsh Marigold, Wood Anemone, Old Man’s
Beard, Lesser Celandine, Common Meadow-Rue, Stinking
Hellebore, Greater and Lesser Spearwort,Common WaterCrowfoot, and Columbine. There are three buttercups often met
in the UK; Meadow B., Creeping B., and Bulbous B. together
with the more unusual Goldilocks B. and Celery-Leaved B. The
scientific name Ranunculus (which was used by Pliny the Elder
23-79 AD) means “little frog” and may well be a reference to
the frequency with which many varieties are found near water –
the Water Crowfoot grows in still or flowing streams. The common name – buttercup – probably derives from the false idea
that the flowers imbue butter with the yellow colour (in fact
buttercups are poisonous to cattle). In North America the flowers are sometimes called Coyote Eyes, as the native legend tells
how Eagle grabbed Coyote’s eyes as he threw them up and
caught them. He used buttercups to make replacements!

1888 Buttercups and Daisies

The age-old trick of holding a buttercup under someone’s chin
to see if they like butter is well known, not only in this country,
but also everywhere the plants grow. A variant from Kent was
a little more involved. The first question was “Do you like butter?” If the response from the chin was positive (it always was)
the victim would be asked “Do you like cheese?” Again inevitably they did, so, causing much innocent mirth, they would be
asked “Do you like sitting on a milkmaid’s knee?” So ubiquitous did this game become that Bird’s Custard even used a version of it in one of their adverts (see picture). The mystery surrounding the powerful yellow glow from buttercups was solved
following research and the results published in Interface (the
Journal of the Royal Society) in December 2011. The petals
have not one but two very smooth reflecting surfaces, both of
which absorb light in the blue-green part of the visible spectrum, resulting in a strong yellow glow. The research also
found that the petals reflect UV light which is used by many
insects in search of pollen and nectar.
“All will be gay when noontide wakes anew, The Buttercups,
the little children’s dower, - Far brighter than this gaudy melon flower” – Elizabeth Barrett Browning 1806 – 1861 Home
thoughts, from abroad

Buttercups, as I have mentioned, are poisonous, and are
generally avoided by grazing animals. The presence of conspicuous growth of the plants in pasture spoils its usefulness; however, all is not necessarily lost. When the field is cut for hay,
and the buttercups in the grass dry out, the toxins become degraded, and the resulting hay is completely safe for use as fod“I’m called Little Buttercup – Dear Little Buttercup, Though der. Buttercups of some types are also used as a food supply by
I could never tell why”
– W.S. Gilbert 1836 – 1911
the caterpillars of Lepidoptera, Hebrew Character moths and
H.M.S. Pinafore
Small Angle Shade moths for instance. Very few other creatures find much use for the plants, other than Wombles of
All buttercups are poisonous. They cause blistering in the
course. Madame Cholet is famous for her Buttercup Crumpets,
mouths of any animals which are foolish or desperate enough
but you are strongly advised NOT to try this recipe at home!
to eat them. The plants contain a fairly innocuous glycoside
“And she made him a feast at his earnest wish, of eggs and
called Ranunculin, but when something chews the plant, the
buttercups fried with fish
– And she said, “It’s a fact the
cells get crushed and then an enzyme reaction takes place that
whole
world
knows,
That
Pobbles
are happier without their
converts Ranunculin into much nastier stuff called Protoes”
Edward
Lear
1812
–
1888
The Pobble who has no
toanemonin, which is a bitter, irritating oil. It tastes awful so
toes
not many creatures will eat buttercups, and anyone touching the
plant can develop blisters on their hands. It is said that slaves
who escaped from their owners in ancient Rome rubbed themselves with buttercups to try and burn the identifying tattoos
from their foreheads. In 1777, however, John Lightfoot wrote
in Flora Scotia “Notwithstanding this corrosive quality, the
roots when boiled become so mild as to become eatable”. And
Merritt Fenald of Harvard reported that the bulbils of some
buttercups kept dry over winter became mild and sweet. A tea
could be brewed from the flowers – but it was not intended to
slake a thirst; poured on the ground it would drive earthworms
up and onto the surface. Decoctions of buttercups have been
credited with curing an astonishing range of ailments; arrow
and gunshot wounds, abscesses, sore throats, epilepsy, sore
eyes, stiff muscles, snake bite, toothache, nose bleeds, asthma,
rheumatism, pneumonia and removal of warts. Who needs any
other medicines?
A yellow field of buttercups
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We’re delighted to launch our new event, Miles
in Memory.
IT’S A UNIQUE opportunity to create your own personal
memorial and celebration of a loved one’s life with a special
walk of your choice.
During June, we’re inviting families and friends to walk
together along a route that holds meaning for them. It can be
as short or long as you like. It might take in town or
countryside at twilight, sunrise over the sea, or a brunch stop
at a favourite café.
The route and timing of your walk is completely up to you –
all we ask is that you consider making a donation or raising
sponsorship in memory of your loved one. That will mean
their legacy can live on and more local families will get the
specialist care they need to stay at home.
Reconnecting with the people we care about feels more
poignant than ever this year. Separated from our families and
friends – unable to say goodbye to those we love in the way
we want to – the past year has been tough.
We hope that Miles in Memory will give you the chance to
reconnect with your loved ones as you celebrate the life of
someone

Entry cost
£15

Entry includes




Miles in Memory information pack
Butterfly seeds to plant in memory
branded event t-shirt
£5 per extra t-shirt
£2 for extra seeds
Tel 1442 890222
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info @rennie grove.org

Save the date!
Tring Carnival Sunday 11th July 11am – 4pm Pound
Meadow. Come and celebrate in true Tring Carnival
style.
If you are interested in having a non-catering stall
please email steffi@tringtogether.org.uk

Do you like buttercups?

Local names and numbers
Herts Police non-emergency number: 101
Berkhamsted and Tring Safer Neighbourhood Team
Sergeant Ryan Hemmings supported by PC Mark Procter,
PCSO Martin Leadbetter and PCSO Tommy Walter
01707 354192
Fly-tipping reports
Call Dacorum Waste Services
01442 228000
Call the police if you see a crime being committed.
Reports of river flooding
Environment Agency
0845 988 1188
Cecilia Hall (Puttenham)
Christine Rutter
07514 548289
Cubs and Scouts
Jane Dawson
07759 888085
LM&P Horticultural Society
David Severs
01296 661021
St Cross Wilstone
Clergy Rev’d Jane Banister
Churchwarden Ken Martin
01442 822894
St Mary’s Puttenham
Rector Rev'd Huw Bellis
01442 822170
Churchwarden Christine Rutter
07514 548289
All Saints Long Marston
Clergy Rev’d Jane Banister
01442 822170
Tring Rural Parish Council - Chairman
Steven Godwin
07487 852830
Email:
smgodwin55@gmail.com
Clerk to the Parish Council
Chloe Collins
email: clerk@tringrural-pc.co.uk
Villages Warden
Colin Reedman
01442 822031
Long Marston Victory Hall
Hall hire: Gillie Mann
01296 668548
Long Marston Cricket Club
Chris Bowles
chair@longmarstoncc.co.uk
Long Marston 1st Steps Pre-School
Jo Zygiert / Maria Adams
07925 185311
Long Marston Tennis Club
Jackie Anwyl
01296 663810
Long Marston Football Club
Daphne Bateman
01296 668054
Long Marston School
01296 668386
Member of Parliament (House of Commons)
Gagan Mohindra MP
020 7219 3000
gagan.mohindra.mp@parliament.uk
Sing-Wilstone
Jo Woodbridge
01442 891444
Village News
Colin Moore
01442 826976
Whitchurch Morris Men
John Bush
01296 641382
Wilstone Allotment Assn.
Ruth Patterson
01296 660101
Wilstone Village Hall
Bookings: Tony Short
01442 823096
WI
Sue Barraclough
01296 668272
Wilstone Community Shop
01442 891167
Changes or additions? Contact the Editor.
editorwlmp@yahoo.com
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Long Marston,Wilstone, Puttenham,
Astrope, Little Tring, Gubblecote,
Startops End.
Send your editorial contributions,
articles, event notices, news and pictures
to: editorwlmp@yahoo.com
(Please note this is EDITORWLMP in lower
case)

Deadline for items to go in the July edition is:
Wednesday 16 June 2021 ( Please note we do
an August edition).
The editor will be Colin Moore

Thank you …

To all our volunteer distributors who have
delivered your Village News to every home
in Tring Rural parish.

You can always find a copy of Village
News wherever you are:
www.wilstone.me.uk or just scan me

Some unusual facts

New Wildlife Hide at Tring Reservoirs
dedicated to Hertfordshire Naturalist
The new bird hide, funded by the National Lottery
Heritage fund, was completed last week and is named to
commemorate Paul Thrush, that the Trust’s former
Nature Reserves Manager and the impact he had on
wildlife – and people – during his time at the Trust.
Visitors to the new hide will be able to enjoy stunning
views across Wilstone Reservoir, part of Tring
Reservoirs Nature Reserve. The reservoirs are one of the
best birdwatching spots in southern England and are
designated as a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI).
Year-round, the reservoirs boast huge numbers of birds
and they are particularly important for winter visiting
waterfowl and wading birds.
New birdhide at Tring Reservoirs © Josh Kubale

NEW EVENT THIS YEAR AT THE OPEN DAY
A classic car display comprising a dozen vehicles of all ages.
Illustrated is a Brough Superior which will be on display.

Also this 1954
MG seen here at
the start of the
KOP hill climb, as
well as several
other classics.
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Wilstone Allotments

by Caroline Winter

May 2021, Plot 9

WE have enjoyed the fruits of our labour over the winter
as the allotment has been providing us with our vegetables thus reducing our carbon footprint and giving us
much tastier food than we’d buy in the shops. We have
just finished the last of the curly kale with just the chard
left although this will soon run to seed and come to an
end. We’ve also been eating purple sprouting broccoli.
We bought this from the ‘stall on the wall’ last summer,
surprisingly it sprouted last autumn rather than in the
spring- must be a variety we haven’t come across before.
Runner beans, broad beans, French beans and peas that
we froze during the summer have been enjoyed over the
last six months.
It’s good to have something growing over the winter and
this year we have successfully overwintered broad beans,
shallots and garlic. The beans are now in flower (but
where are all the bees? We have hardly seen any this
year, we hope they pollinate ok) and should be ready to
eat in a month’s time. The shallots and garlic are growing
strongly and we look forward to a bumper crop. The ever
dependable rhubarb has been delicious too, a good layer
of manure in the autumn works wonders.
In the greenhouse back at home we’re growing this year’s
runner beans. We are trying 2 varieties this year, Firestorm and Scarlet Emperor (Monty’s favourite). Also
climbing French beans (Cobra) Ruby & Silver Chard,
Courgettes (long fruit and round fruited varieties) and a
selection of brassicas. All of these will be ready to plant
on the allotment as soon as we are happy the frosts have
finished – a difficult decision this year with such a cold
spring, but better to wait than to rush it. We like a few
flowers too so there are trays of French Marigolds to be
planted around the artichoke, Sweet William, poppies and
foxgloves already in place.

And in April.

We’re pretty busy in the greenhouse back
OPEN VILLAGE 2021 - TOMBOLA ITEMS NEEDED
PLEASE!
We will be running our ever popular Tombola stall at this
year’s Open Village on the 25th July and are asking for
your help.
Could you donate items for us to use? Food items as
long as they are within date, or gift items or indeed anything you think someone would enjoy.
You can either leave them in a bag at the church or pop
them into the donation box in the Community shop.
If you have nothing to hand perhaps you would be kind
enough to purchase something from the shop to go in
the box.

Here’s our allotment in action in February .
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As ever your help with this is really appreciated as the
Tombola stall is such a popular activity.

